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Questions Asked April 16, 2020 

“Pediatric Epidemiology Update and Public Health Response”   

 by Chad Cox, MD, Pediatrician with Alpine Pediatrics 

 

1. What messaging should we give to parents regarding when life may return to normal?  

Our models are based on predictions which include many variables.  When we make a change to a 

variable such as adding social distancing, school closures and other NPIs, the model changes as well.  It 

is understandable that people (including clinicians) are frustrated when the anticipated peak for a 

particular model changes.  When messaging this for parents, I have been telling them there will likely 

be more than one “peak” during this pandemic.  Once the current peak decreases and social 

distancing is relaxed, we will eventually see a return of cases, reintroduction of some mitigation 

efforts, and another peak with the cycle continuing forward for the next 12-18 months until a vaccine 

becomes widely available.   

 

2. Should we be screening every child with a sore throat if that is the only symptom?  What kids do we 

test? 

Earlier this week the Utah Department of Health dramatically changed their recommendations 

regarding testing. They now recommend that any patient who has fever, cough, shortness of breath, 

myalgia or sore throat be tested for COVID-19.  This shift in testing practices is due to the increased 

availability of testing and the needs of the UDOH to effectively monitor the outbreak and determine 

when social distancing and other NPIs may be lifted.  The decision to test a patient remains up to your 

clinical judgement, but you can include children with only one of the above symptoms who doesn’t 

have another obvious source of infection (i.e. strep pharyngitis).   

 

3. Several states are discussing strategies to open businesses. What are some effective ways Utah 

could open that will continue to suppress infection rates? 

See question #4 

 

4. We accept risk every day in society. We know that staying home is safe and we see less car 

accidents, less illness, and less death in general. How do we justify stopping of life over this virus? 

This debate is currently being played out in the public space as we decide as a society how we will 

respond to the pandemic.  Our public health, medical, political and business leaders are having these 

conversations seeking to find a balance to all areas of life (health, business, personal care).  Different 

countries are taking different approaches and it may prove helpful to learn from each other.  For 

instance, Sweden has very lax policies.  It will be interesting to watch and see how this plays out there.  
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5. Our hospitals are quite bare now and have not seen the surge that was expected, especially 

compared to many other states.  How does this influence when you start relaxing restrictions? 

The Utah Department of Health is using proxy measures to estimate the effective reproduction 

number (R).  This includes monitoring case counts and watching for a 2 week trend in decreasing 

growth rate.  Once this occurs, we may see a relaxing of measures.    


